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Great Auto Parts Industrial CO., LTD. - Great Auto Parts offers high quality car parts like inner tie rods, stabilizer links, control arm which is under IATF 16949:2016 certification .

GAP Taiwan advanced ball joints for automotive repair. Durable tie rod ends for SUVs and trucks, ball studs, pillow balls, tie rod ends, ball joints and stabilizer links manufacturer | Great Auto Parts Industrial CO., LTD.

GAP is an advanced ball joints for automotive repair. Ball studs, pillow balls, tie rod ends, ball joints and stabilizer links manufacturer from Taiwan since 1988. With over 30 years of expertise, they provide customized machining and assembly services for all vehicle types, ensuring top-quality and reliability for global automotive markets. Great Auto Parts specializes in the development and production of high quality suspension parts, including CNC machining, ball studs/pillow ball production, and assembled parts such as tie rod ends, rack ends, ball joints, and stabilizer links. We offer customized services to meet your specific needs, and samples can be requested for free. And Sample can be completed in as little as 30 working days. Starting from Remanufacturing and Rebuilding the used suspension parts, Great Auto Parts inherits 30+ years of CNC car parts and assembly experience in Suspension and Steering chassis parts from family.
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Great Auto Parts Industrial CO., LTD.

Premier manufacturer of suspension and steering parts, including ball studs and tie rod ends, for global automotive markets.
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Features
Great Auto Parts offers products and services in five main categories. The first category is Customized CNC Machining, which includes Ball Studs, Pillow Balls, Housings and Ball Joint Sockets.

The second to fourth categories are steering and suspension parts for different types of vehicles, such as Passenger Cars, Commercial Vehicles, Military Vehicles and Tuning Cars. These parts consist of Tie Rod Ends, Rack Ends, Ball Joints and Stabilizer Links.

We also produce some parts for motorcycles and golf carts, which form our fifth category.
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	Customized CNC Machining Parts Suppliers
	What is CNC Machining?
CNC machining is a manufacturing process that uses computers to control machine tools like mills and lathes. It can create various machined parts and components with high precision and quality.Why Choose Great Auto Parts CNC Machining?
GAP is a cnc machining parts manufacturer and a leading provider of CNC machining services.
At Great Auto Parts, we use advanced CNC turning and milling equipment to offer a wide range of services, such as face milling, parting, threading, drilling, grooving, and more. We also have high-speed vertical machining centers that can produce parts for the automotive industry.Our Machined Parts Capabilities
We deliver your CNC machined parts fast and efficiently. We can handle CNC machined parts in sizes from 8mm x 8mm x 22mm to 100mm x 100mm x 200mm. We can also do 3 and 4 axis machining with tolerances up to ±0.01mm.
	
More
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	Enhanced Suspension Parts for Touring Cars
	Are you a passionate car enthusiast who seeks the ultimate driving experience? Do you desire to make your vehicle more powerful and stable? Look no further, as we introduce professional automotive chassis upgrades that will revolutionize your driving experience.Our automotive chassis upgrades are made from high-strength materials and undergo precise design and testing to ensure exceptional quality and durability. These upgrades not only provide excellent suspension control but also significantly enhance vehicle handling and maneuverability. Whether you're pursuing top speeds on the racetrack or conquering rugged terrains, our upgrades are designed to meet your needs.In addition to improving vehicle performance, our automotive chassis upgrades excel in safety features. They can withstand high-intensity vibrations and impacts, protecting your vehicle's suspension system while extending the lifespan of your tires. This means you can drive with confidence, enjoying prolonged driving pleasure.Our professional automotive chassis upgrades have gained wide recognition among racing enthusiasts and professional drivers. They trust our quality and performance, considering our upgrades an essential choice to enhance their racing competitiveness. Whether you participate in racing competitions or engage in daily driving, these upgrades will bring noticeable improvements to your vehicle.If you're a speed enthusiast and demand exceptional handling, our professional automotive chassis upgrades are the ideal choice for you. Not only will they enhance vehicle performance and maneuverability, but they will also safeguard your vehicle, allowing you to immerse yourself in the joy of driving without worries.Choose our professional automotive chassis upgrades now and make your vehicle the king of the racetrack! Contact us to learn more about our products and services. We are committed to providing you with the highest quality upgrade solutions, making your vehicle outstanding and more powerful!Tension Rod, Enhanced Tie Rod End, Camber Arm, Control Arm, Adjustable Stabilizer Link, Pillow Arm Bush... for
Nissan (S13, S14, S15, 350Z, Skyline / GTR...),
Toyota (JZX90 / 100 / 110, FT-86, BRZ...),
Honda (Civic, Accord, TSX...),
MAZDA (3, 6, RX8...),
Mitsubishi (EVO 7, 8, 9, 10),
BMW (E36, E90...),
FORD (Mustang S197...) and many more.
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	Rebuild Antique Chassis Parts
	Starting from Remanufacturing and Rebuilding the used chassis parts, Great Auto Parts inherits 30+ years of Rebuilding experience in Suspension and Steering chassis parts from family.
Have a damaged part that cannot find any replacement around the world?
Have an antique or used car parts needs to be rebuild?
Drop us a mail or simply give us a call, We are more than happy to help.
	
More
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	Steering Parts
	In the modern automotive industry, high-quality Steering Parts are the key to ensuring control and handling performance. As an automotive parts manufacturer, Great Auto Parts takes pride in offering top-quality Steering Parts to address various handling challenges.At Great Auto Parts, your safety comes first. Our Steering Parts are equipped with ball joint studs that undergo precise heat treatment, imparting superior strength and durability. This means that even in the event of an unexpected collision, the ball studs will only bend and not fracture, effectively safeguarding your driving safety. Our products are more than just parts; they provide you with a shield of security.Great Auto Parts is committed to providing customized solutions to cater to various vehicle models and usage scenarios. Whether it's everyday driving or intense racing challenges, our Steering Parts ensure you experience exceptional handling and outstanding safety.If you're seeking the highest quality, optimal handling, and professional technical support, reach out to us. We are ready to offer you solutions that assist you in achieving a remarkable driving experience.
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	Suspension Parts
	In the realm of automotive performance and safety, choosing the right suspension parts supplier is crucial. At Great Auto Parts, we're your one-stop solution.OE-Inspired Precision: Our suspension components adhere to OE (Original Equipment) specifications, guaranteeing effortless installation. Whether you're a professional mechanic or a DIY enthusiast, you'll appreciate the ease of fitting our parts.Comprehensive Range: Explore our wide selection of suspension components, including control arms, ball joints and stabilizer links. These vital parts significantly impact your vehicle's stability and handling. We take pride in offering top-quality components that elevate performance and safety.Fit for All Makes and Models: Recognizing the diverse automotive market, our inventory covers an extensive range of suspension parts for various car makes and models. No matter your vehicle, we likely have the perfect fit.Choosing Great Auto Parts as your suspension parts supplier means opting for quality, convenience, and variety. Our commitment to OE precision, comprehensive inventory, and compatibility with multiple manufacturers makes us the preferred choice for professionals and enthusiasts alike.Whether you're enhancing your vehicle's handling or replacing worn-out components, trust us to deliver the best. As you search on Google for the top automotive suspension parts supplier, remember that we're just a click away, ready to meet all your suspension needs.
	
More
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Premium CNC Ball Studs for Precision Auto Parts - Great Auto Parts | GAP
Located in Taiwan since 1988, Great Auto Parts Industrial CO., LTD. is a leading Taiwanese manufacturer that excels in producing superior suspension and steering parts, including CNC ball studs, pillow balls, tie rod ends, ball joints, and stabilizer links. With over 30 years of experience, they provide custom machining and assembly services for all types of vehicles, ensuring the highest quality and reliability for global automotive markets.
Great Auto Parts stands out in the Taiwanese automotive industry for its unparalleled commitment to service excellence. Specializing in CNC Ball Studs, Pillow Balls, Tie Rod Ends, Ball Joints and Stabilizer Links, we not only deliver superior quality products, but also emphasize customer satisfaction through customized solutions and responsive support. Our dedication to meeting the unique needs of each customer, combined with over 30 years of manufacturing expertise, ensures a seamless and satisfying experience for buyers worldwide.
GAP has been providing wholesale stabilizer links for automotive suspension, both with advanced CNC machining and milling technology, and with 35 years of experience, GAP ensures that each customer's needs are met.
View our quality products Rack End, Stabilizer Link, Arm Bushing, Tie Rod End, CNC Machining Part, control arm and feel free to Contact Us.
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Hyundai Elantra & Kia e-Niro Rack end and sway bar linksHyundai Elantra inner tie rod and stabilizer link 2016~ model

Read More
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Dodge Durango inner tierodNew product released for Dodge Durango 16 ~ & Jeep Grand Cherokee 16~, Made In Taiwan with high quality, we offer 2 Years or 50,000 KM warranties, conditions applied.

Read More
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Front ISUZU D-MAX ball JointBall Joint fits ISUZU D-MAX I/ II 02~ , 原廠號碼有8-97235-777-0   8-97365-018-0  8-98005-827-0  JBJ7534, Made In Taiwan with high quality, we offer 2 Years or 50,000 KM warranties,...

Read More











Contacts


+886-426-595757  whatsapp +886-910-581280


admin@greatauto.com.tw            
No. 51, Jing 3rd Rd., Wuchi District., Taichung City 43541, Taiwan
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Tuning Control Arm
Tuning Control Arm for Toyota Serena C24 99~05, 54500-7C350, 54500-9C550.

Read More
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Mercedes-Benz W246
A Class 12~18, B Class 11~18, GLA 13~19, OEM 2463380000.

Read More
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Mitsubishi Triton
Front Stabilizer link Fits Mitsubishi Triton pickup 2015~, OEM MR992310, JTS7664.

Read More
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